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Enea Wins IoT Innovation Award at World Communication Awards 
2021

Enea has won the IoT Innovation Award at this year’s World Communication Awards for its Aptilo IoT 
Connectivity Control Service™ (Aptilo IoT CCS). The World Communication Awards forum has recognized 
innovation and excellence in the telecom industry for 23 years, and is one of the most prominent marks of 
achievement.

“The key in this category was to bring real innovation in the market, and this is what Enea does”, said Matt 
Hatton of Transforma Insights, who presented the jury’s motivation. One jury member liked the fact that 
Aptilo IoT CCS addresses a real problem for mobile operators, enabling them to profitably launch IoT 
services while meeting the needs of enterprise customers, and another member said it had hyperscale 
potential.

Enea’s Aptilo IoT CCS is a unique innovation delivered as a service on Amazon Web Services. The Aptilo 
Service Management Platform™ is handling the control plane, while Fortinet’s next-generation firewalls are 
handling the data plane. The service enables mobile operators to target the mass-market of customers 
prepared to pay for value-added services, but not for tailor-made development.

“We are proud to win this prestigious IoT innovation award,” said Jonas Björklund, Senior Vice President of 
the Aptilo Business Unit at Enea. “Innovation is all about teamwork and we want to share the award with 
Telia, the first Aptilo IoT CCS customer, and our partners Fortinet and Amazon Web Services – it is a great 
joint achievement.”

With Aptilo IoT CCS in place, mobile operators can leave mobile core and IoT platforms untouched and add 
a flexible hyperscale layer of programmable IoT connectivity control, automating the IoT service delivery. 
Operator’s enterprise IoT customers can manage security and policy settings through self-management 
portals, and VPNs can be created in a matter of minutes rather than weeks. If the operators use localization 
of eSIMs, customers will still get a unified IoT service across all international partner networks with the same 
IP-address, security, and policies.
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References

Aptilo IoT Connectivity Control Service™ (IoT CCS)
 https://www.aptilo.com/cloud/cellular-iot-connectivity-management-and-policy-control/

The names, brands, and logotypes of third-party products and services mentioned or shown in this press 
release are the property of their respective owners and may also be trademarks. They are used for 
identification purposes only and do not imply endorsement.
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About Enea

Enea is one of the world’s leading specialists in software for telecommunications and cybersecurity. The 
company’s cloud-native products are used to enable and protect services for mobile subscribers, enterprise 
customers, and the Internet of Things. More than 3 billion people rely on Enea technologies in their daily 
lives.

Enea is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, and is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.
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